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Abstract: Heaney’s poems seem to have a tri-partite structure which comprises home
leaving, wandering, and home coming. Heaney’s early poetic works, ranging from
Death of A Naturalist to North, describe the inner conflict caused by Northern
Troubles prior to leaving Northern Ireland. His early poetry collections (especially
Door into the Dark) show some conflict as to whether he should create pure poems
or participation ones, pursuing new aspects of his own and his community’s
identities through metamorphosis toward freedom. And in North, his conflict as to
whether he should escape from Northern Troubles or not results in his leaving
Northern Ireland, looking for the way to resolve the conflict.
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제목: 어둠의 문과 북 쪽에서 보여 지는 내적 여정
우리말 요약: 셰이머스 히니의 전체 시는 고향 떠남, 방황 그리고 귀향이라는 삼부
구조로 구성되어있다. 그의 초기 시집 자연주의자의 죽음부터 북 쪽은 북 아일랜
드를 떠나기에 앞서 북 아일랜드 사태가 초래한 시인의 정신적 갈등을 다룬 작품들이
다. 이들 중 특히 어둠의 문에서 작가는 자유를 향한 변신의 몸짓으로 자신과 자신
이 속한 공동체의 새로운 모습을 모색하면서 자신이 순수 시인이 되어야 할지 아니면
참여 시인이 되어야하는 지에 대한 갈등을 표현한다. 그리고 북 쪽은 북 아일랜드
사태의 근원과 그 해결법을 추구하면서도 이 사태로부터 탈출해야 할 것인가 아닌가
의 갈등 그리고 떠나갈 것을 결정하기까지의 작가의 내적 여정을 그린 작품이다.
주제어: 셰이머스 히니, 어둠에로의 문, 북 쪽, 변신, 고향 떠남, 북 아일랜드 사태
저자: 홍성숙은 청주대학교 영어영문학과 교수이다.
____________________________________
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I. Introduction

Heaney’s

poems seem to have a tri-partite structure of home leaving,

wandering and home coming. Heaney’s early poetic works, ranging from
Death of A Naturalist to North, describe the mental conflict caused by
Northern Troubles prior to leaving Northern Ireland. Among his early poetry
collections especially Door into the Dark and North show his inner conflict
prior to leaving Northern Ireland like a battle-field, hoping to dig Irish culture
and landscape, on the one hand, and to disintegrate the gloomy, blue reality
on the other hand. And then, Field Work, The Haw Lantern, and Station
Island, all written after moving to Southern Ireland, show the sense of sin
caused by baring his responsibility for his Northern Catholic community in
the mood of wanderer. However, later works such as Seeing Things, The
Spirit Level, and Electric Light show the writer’s process of home-coming or
journey back. In this paper, through rereading his two poetry collections,
Door into the Dark and North, I’ll investigate what leads the writer to
wander or to prepare for a kind of diaspora.
Many critics and scholars, such as Elmer Andrew, Neil Corcoran, and
Michael Parker, have already surveyed all works of Seamus Heaney. But they
have not examined them concretely to prove Heaney’s spiritual struggle
definitely. This paper attempts to treat his poems concretely to prove his
inner journey definitely in his two poetry collections.

II. Door into the Dark: Search for Freedom through Metamorphosis
Heaney seems to have an emotional conflict as to whether he should
create a pure art or a participation one because he is a poet living in the
discriminated area. The conflict is still shown in Door into the Dark, which
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searches for the Irish tradition on one hand and for freedom from all
bondages on the other hand. And the main image of wanderer also shows
that the persona searches for freedom.
The poems in Door into the Dark could be classified into five groups by
subject. “The Forge” and “Thatcher” belonging to the first group deal with
the traditional craft as analogy for making poetry. In the second including
“The Peninsula”, “Night Drive” and “At Ardboe Point,” Heaney appears as a
driver and solitary adventurer to explore the secret forces of creativity. The
third group is about the interdependence between man and woman; to this
group belong “Undine” and “The Wife’s Tale”. And the fourth group called
as “Bogland” one consists of the major sequence of “bog poems” such as
“Gallarus Oratory,” “Whinlands” and “Banne Clay”. In “Bogland”, Heaney
traces the origin of darkness through his landscape; for Heaney, landscape is
‘a kind of Jungian ground,’ the archetypal memory of the race. The last
group deals with sectarian problems, to which belongs “Requiem for the
Croppies.” Choosing one representative poem from each group, I’m going to
analyze meaning, language, form, and tone from the perspective of internal
journey.
I think Door into the Dark is underpinned by the concept of
metamorphosis. Janus, as an emblem of this poetry collection, is the
two-faced God who keeps the door toward the dark. The speaker, Proteus as
well as Janus, has the possibility of endless vicissitude. Beneath such a
multiplicity, there seems to remain a unity that permits no change. In Door
into the Dark, the door here means a door as a turing point, accompanying a
kind of metamorphosis; this metamorphosis is partly motivated by the
speaker’s sense of loss. Therefore, darkness here can lead the speaker to the
light of creativity as reward of the loss, from which the sad freedom can be
felt.
“The Forge” in Door into the Dark belonging to the first group is a
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prelude suggesting the entire atmosphere of this poetry. The first line of “The
Forge,” “all I know is a door into the dark,” means, I think, that the
creativity is linked to the dark. And the ‘door’ seems to be a door into the
metamorphosis. However, the speaker of this poem still stands outside the
door. Imagining the anvil must be somewhere in the centre, he describes this
anvil as an altar. This reminds us of George Herbert, who identifies writing a
poem with making an altar. In this poem, a smith is equated with a poet.
And although “The Forge” is a fourteen-line poem, it is difficult to regard it
as a traditional sonnet which comprises one octave and one sestet. Rather,
this can be divided into three parts by the period; these three parts signify
the perfection and are linked to the image of the altar. Darkness of the
preceding part of the poem is converted into brightness as it goes towards its
latter part:
All I know is a door into the dark.
Outside, old axles and iron hoops rusting;
Inside, the hammered anvil’s short-pitched ring,
the unpredictable fantail of sparks
Or hiss when a new shoe toughens in water.
The anvil must be somewhere in the center,
Horned as a unicorn, at one end square,
Set there immovable: an altar
Where he expends himself in shape and music.
Sometimes, leather-aproned, hairs in his nose,
He leans out on the jamb, recalls a clatter
Of hoofs where traffic is flashing in rows;
then grunts and goes in, with a slam and flick
To beat real iron out, to work the bellows. (DD 19)

“The Peninsula” is the poem in which the speaker depicts himself as a
driver, which can be referred to another kind of metamorphosis. In this poem,
the speaker seems to seek refreshment through wandering. The first line,
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“When you have nothing more to say”, reminds us of the folk-wisdom passed
over to him by his mother: “Taciturnity leads to the proficiency.” It is
possible to divide the poem’s structure into the tri-partite mythical one which
comprises home leaving, wandering, and home coming. And in terms of
rhyme, the frist and fourth stanzas contrast well with the second and third
ones. The first line in the first stanza, “When you have nothing more to
say,” is an important motive and linked to the fourth stanza of the following:
“still with nothing to say except that now you will uncode all landscapes.”
The word ‘uncode’ suggests that he intends to depict landscapes as he
proceeds to the latter part. “The Peninsular,” like “Night Drive” and “At
Ardboe Point,” imposes sexual feeling on landscape:
When you have nothing more to say, just drive
For a day all around peninsula.
The sky is tall as over a runway,
The land without marks so you will not arrive
But pass through, though skirting landfall.
At dusk, horizons drink down sea and hill,
The ploughed field swallows the whitewashed gable
And you’re in the dark again. Now recall
............................................................
And drive back home, still with nothing to say
Except that now you will uncode all landscapes
By this: things founded clean on their shapes,
Water and ground in their extremity. (DD 21)

“Undine” characterized by the technique of personification and monologue
allegory belongs to the third group. The undine is a female water spirit who
becomes a human through marrying a human being and bearing him a child.
In his essay entitled “Feeling into Words,” Heaney says that “Undine” is a
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myth about agriculture. This poem is a consummation of mythical
transformation, in which water is metamorphosed into a human. The fact that
the speaker ‘I’, as a counterpart of ‘He’, is a female is confirmed by the
description of the sexual intercourse of the third stanza: “he dug a spade
deep in my flank and took me to him.” The fifth stanza tells us about a
woman’s sexual orgasm and conception of a baby:
He slashed the briars, shovelled up grey silt
To give me right of way in my own drains
And I ran quick for him, cleaned out my rust.
He halted, saw me finally disrobed,
Running clear, with apparent unconcern.
Then he walked by me. I rippled and churned
Where ditches intersected near the river
Until he dug a spade deep in my flank
And took me to him. I swallowed his trench (DD 26)

“Bogland” of the fourth group is the origin of bog poems. Here, the bog
acts as the memory of the history. In the first and second stanzas, Heaney
expresses his negative definition of the Irish geographical experiences. By
contrast, from the third stanza, the negative image changes into the
affirmative one: for example, the crust image of the landscape changes into
the image of fertility of ‘kind black butter.’ Heaney depicts life force and the
Irish spirit of resurgence preserved in his own landscape from the fifth
stanza. The word ‘bottomless’ in the final line means unfathomable
profoundness, and the word ‘wet centre’ in the same line symbolizes the
foetus in which the possibility of creation is imminent. Anyway, the negative
energy becomes converted into an affirmative one as it approaches the latter
part:
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Melting and opening underfoot,
Missing its last definition
By millions of years.
They’ll never dig coal her,
Only the waterlogged trunks
Of great firs, soft as pulp.
Our pioneers keep striking
Inwards and downwards,
Every layer they strip
Seems camped on before.
The bogholes might be Atlantic seepage.
The wet center is bottomless. (DD 55-56)

“Requiem for the Croppies” of the fifth group deals with sectarian
problems. This poem commemorating the fiftieth anniversary of the Easter
Rising of 1916 uses documentary sources as its material. Its rhyme is abab
cdcd efef gg, which is the very rhyme of the English sonnet. In this poem,
‘we’ signifies the persecuted Irish, and ‘they’ the persecuting English. Barley,
croppies’ food of the first line, blooms into flowers in the final line: “in
August the barley grew up out of the grave,” which associates us with the
notion of the circulation of nature and further the political resurgence of
Ireland:
Until, on Vinegar Hill, the fatal conclave.
Terraced thousands died, shaking scythes at cannon.
The hillside blushed, soaked in our broken wave.
They buried us without shroud or coffin
And in August the barley grew up out of grave. (DD 24)
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III. North: the Search for the Source of Northern Troubles and
His Escape
This poetry collection delivers, in general, dark and tragic atmospheres,
although an embryo of light is glimpsed. And in North, Heaney expresses his
own dark and gloomy consciousness caused by Ulster’s political commotions,
and reveals some sort of internal conflict as to whether he should leave
Northern Ireland in turmoil or not.
The sympathy for nature’s darkness and instinct, a kind of escape from
reality, is repeated from the first line to the last in part I, especially in a
series of “bog-poems.” It is an affirmative sympathy for the desolate social
realities of Northern Ireland. However, his scepticism and disappointment at
last, leads him to escape from that place. And such a sceptical attitude is
represented in his language as well. And also, the impossibility of returning
‘home’ is indirectly connected with his perception that the Irish language is
lacking in its own identity.
From Death of A Naturalist to North, his poems search for communal, at
the same time, individual identity, which is made through the language and
the landscape. But, confronted with the violent reality, Heaney identifies
himself with nothing but an ‘art voyeur,’ i.e. a mere self-gratifying observer.
Heaney’s attachment to darkness has been formed by immersion into the past.
However, on the other hand, in reaction to this deep immersion, he wants to
feel consolation. And also the poet tries to transform himself into a strong,
rational Hercules for the survival as the fittest. However, as his final decision,
Heaney chooses leaving home like his predecessor, James Joyce.
Such an internal conflict is reflected in the structure and language of
North. Part I of North is based upon symbolic language which expresses sad
freedom, whereas part II is written in the explicit language which depicts his
desire of survival. It must also be noted that his preoccupation with omphalos
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is no longer Irish and that he expands his identity into the international one,
which is proved by the use of the Greek language. Now I’ll select and
appreciate some poems from North. The poems in North can be classified
roughly into two categories: the first on the basis of language and
atmosphere, and the second on the symbols such as Antaeus and Hercules.
The whole book emits feeling of tragedy, but the pleasant atmosphere
contrary to the gloomy fatefulness is also expressed by a dedication poem. In
the “Sunlight,” he describes a scene of peaceful consolation. From his aunt’s
baking in the kitchen, we feel a sense of peace and light. Especially, the
scene of his aunt’s repose resembles very much that of a smith’s repose in
the “Forge”:
Now she dusts the board
with a goose’s wing,
now sits, broad-lapped,
with whitened nails
and measling shins:
here is a space
again, the scone rising
to the tick of two clocks.
And here is love
like a tinsmith’s scoop
sunk past its gleam
in the meal-bin. (N 8-9)

“Antaeus,” the first poem of North, shows Heaney’s taste and sympathies
for Antaeus, who is identified with Ireland. Heaney’s attachment to his land
as his nurturing place is expressed in the following lines:
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Girded with root and rock
I am cradled in the dark that wombed me
And nurtured in every artery
Like a small hillock.

In “Funeral Rites,” Heaney tries to solve the sectarian problems by
selecting the pagan rites. In part I, he describes the Catholic funeral service
in detail:
I shouldered a kind of manhood,
stepping in to lift the coffins
of dead relations.
They had been laid out
in tainted rooms,
their eyelids glistening,
their dough-white hands
shackled in rosary beads. (N 15)

In part II of “Funeral Rites,” he pines for the pagan ceremony:
the temperate footsteps
of a cortege, winding past
each blinded home.
I would restore
the great chambers of Boyne,
prepare a sepulchre
under the cupmarked stones.
Out of side-streets and bye-roads (N 16)

And in part III of this poem, he wishes the corpses could be buried
unavenged even though they were killed by violence. In this poem, his
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central concern lies in finding out a ritual that will take the place of the
Christian tradition which reminds the poet of the blood-shed strife:
and unavenged.
men said that he was chanting
verses about honour
and that four lights burned
in corners of the chamber:
which opened then, as he turned
with a joyful face
to look at the moon. (N 18)

Heaney’s searching for the strong spirit of the Viking is implied in his
poems such as “North,” “Belderg,” and “Viking Dublin: Trial Pieces,” in
which his spiritual world is wandering towards the north Viking ships were
sailing to. And he imagines the strange aurora borealis, saying that he must
write about his own experience. Moreover, “Viking Dublin” is about the
writing itself as well, composed of fluid images. In part I, Heaney associates
the handwriting with the image of eel. In part II, the image of part I is
transformed into Viking ships which arrived in Dublin:
These are trial pieces,
the craft’s mystery
improvised on bone:
foliage, bestiaries,
interlacings elaborate
as the netted routs
of ancestry and trade.
that have to be
magnified on display
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so that the nostril
is a migrant prow
sniffing the Liffey, (N 21-22)

As can be seen above, Heaney caricatures himself as ‘Hamlet of the
Dane.’ In my opinion, he seems to express his inner paralysis or
non-participation in violent realities and thereby a sense of sin. In part V,
Heaney equates himself with the contemporary Ulster people, and in part VI,
he seeks for his own image from Synge’s play.
An extreme sense of loss and nihilism can be felt from poems such as
“The Digging Skeleton,” “Bone Dreams,” and “Come to the Bower.”
Meanwhile, such bog poems as “The Tollund Man” and “Bog Queen” deal
with his desire for the resurrection of Ireland through equating sacrifices
with the victims of Irish revolts. His sympathies shown in “Antaeus” are
repetitively shown in those bog poems as well. His dark consciousness,
stemming partly from the desolate social realities, tries to find out or lean
upon some consolation as well. These poems, with the exception of “The
Grauballe Man,” describe most victims in a feminine, not masculine, image.
“Ocean’s Love to Ireland,” “Aisling,” “Act of Union,” and “The Betrothal
of Cavehill” are meditating on the process of historical and linguistic
conquest: in such poems, Heaney’s sceptical attitude to the possibility of
returning home is connected with his perception that the Irish language is
lacking in an identity. The following poem depicts Walter Raleigh, English
conqueror who raped the Irish maid, saying that the rape is sweet:
Speaking broad Devonshire,
Raleigh has backed the maid to a tree
As Ireland is backed to England
And drives inland
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Till all her strands are breathless:
‘Sweesir, Swatter/ Sweesir, Swatter!’
He is water, he is ocean, lifting
Her farthingale like a scarf of weed lifting
In the front of a wave. (N 46)

The writer’s will to dig the Irish identity seems to reach deadlock
because finally he comes to recognize that the Irish identity has been
hybridized. “Hercules and Antaeus,” the last poem of part I, tells us about
how Antaeus is overthrown by Hercules. In this poem, Heaney described how
Antaeus is weaned at last, which implies the possibility of his metamorphosis
into another kind of writer. The transition of writer’s taste from instinct to
ration is also provided by a series of poems like “Singing School.” Heaney
acknowledged the usefulness of the English tradition. For Heaney, this
recognition of their hybridized identity leads him to imitate Yeats. Heaney’s
faith in art and the aesthetic tradition was going through a crisis in this
period. The last poem, “Exposure,” is the climactic expression of his divided
feeling. In this poem, he is worrying about his responsibility as a poet,
feeling guilty about departing from roots. The time is winter when meteorites
are falling. “Cold” and “falling” tell the atmosphere of this poem. Heaney
equates himself with a tragic hero, Hamlet:
It is December in Wicklow:
Alders dripping, birches
Inheriting the last light,
The ash tree cold to look at.
. . . .
Imaging a hero
On some muddy compound,
His gift like a slingstone
Whirled for the desperate.
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How did I end up like this?
I often think of my friends’
Beautiful prismatic counselling
And the anvil brains of some who hate me (N 72)

North vividly depicts a poet in internal conflict. Antaeus born of nature
can’t be transformed into the strong Hercules who could survive in the harsh
reality. Heaney deviates somewhat from the Irish line and sees writing poems
as an act of consolation, rather than social participation or the pursuit of
power.

IV. Conclusion
Heaney’s intention to dig up Irish identity finally comes to a deadlock
when he has recognized his culture is hybridized and jingoistic. Finally, he
wanders like the ‘Sweeney’ expelled by the priest Ronan because of his
accusation of Christianity. The writer’s consolidated will to dig the Irish
identity in Death of A Naturalist gets more diluted by his identifying writing
with a child playing in Door into the Dark. He wants to disguise himself as
Janus. And he justifies himself by asserting that metamorphosis is a way to
investigate their dark identity without checking obstacles. However, the dark
history and violence surrounding him make him uncomfortable. Finally, he
chooses the diaspora, moving out from such a violent community.
Linking landscapes with poem-making in Door into the Dark, Heaney
tries to metamorphose darkness into brightness or light. For him, the land is
identified with a woman’s fertility. Door into the Dark is motivated by his
indecisiveness of whether or not to write the participation poems or the pure
poems, which shows his internal journey through the endless metamorphosis.
North also testifies to his internal journey-from the immersion in Northern
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Troubles to escape from that.
In conclusion, in Door into Dark and North, the poet attempts to dig his
own and his community’s identities and the origin of Northern Troubles.
However, he finally finds out that he must leave his home community
stricken with violence in order to live in peace and be a liberal artist like
James Joyce.
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